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(57) ABSTRACT 

An output synchronization-free NOR gate detects the all 
Zero scenario for an n-bit Word. The n-bit Word has a 

selected bit that is de?ned using a high-inactive convention, 
and (n-1) non-selected bits that are de?ned using a high 
active convention. The NOR gate includes an output FET, a 
pre-charging circuit, a ?rst evaluation circuit, and (n-1) 
second evaluation circuits. The pre-charging circuit charges 
the output FET gate, drain, and source to a pre-charge 
voltage during a 10W clock cycle. During a high clock cycle, 
the ?rst evaluation circuit evaluates the selected bit and 
discharges the pre-charge voltage on the output FET source 
if the selected bit is a voltage high. The (n-l) second 
evaluation circuits evaluate the non-selected bits and main 
tain the pre-charge voltage on the output FET gate if each of 
the non-selected bits is a voltage loW. The output FET 
conducts if the pre-charge voltage is maintained on the 
output FET gate and if the output FET source is discharged 
to ground. The drain of the output FET discharges to a 10W 

(51) Int. Cl.7 .................................................. .. H03K 19/00 voltage if the output FET conducts, Which indicates the 
(52) US. Cl. .............................................................. .. 326/16 all-Zero scenario for the n-bit Word. 
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OUTPUT SYNCHRONIZATION-FREE, 
HIGH-FANIN DYNAMIC NOR GATE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/383,401, ?led on Aug. 26, 1999, Which is incorporated 
herein by reference in its entirety. 

STATEMENT REGARDING 
FEDERALLY-SPONSORED RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] Not applicable. 

REFERENCE TO MICROFICHE 
APPENDIX/SEQUENCE 

LISTING/TABLE/COMPUTER PROGRAM 
LISTING APPENDIX 

[0003] Not applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0005] This invention relates generally to logic gates. 
More particularly, the invention relates to a high-fanin NOR 
gate that does not require a synchroniZation event before the 
output can be sampled. 

[0006] 2. Background Art 

[0007] In digital circuits, it is often necessary to generate 
the logical NOR of a large number of input signals. Such 
circuits With a large number of inputs are often referred to 
as high fanin circuits. Example circuits include Zero detect 
circuits in Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs), Cache Tag 
Comparators, and Programmable Logic Arrays, Where the 
number of inputs can be 16 or more. 

[0008] For poWer and speed considerations, the conven 
tional implementation of such a NOR logic gate is a dynamic 
MOS NOR circuit. The output node of the dynamic MOS 
NOR circuit is pre-charged to a knoWn high state. If any 
input to the circuit is active (or true or logic “1”), the output 
sWitches to a loW state. 

[0009] Ascenario of special interest is that in Which all the 
circuit inputs are inactive, as in the case of a Zero detector 
designed to detect all Zeroes for a number of input signals. 
In this case, the conventional MOS NOR gate makes no state 
change on its output. Therefore, it is dif?cult to distinguish 
the pre-charged state from the evaluated, all Zero input state 
by observing only the output. Often, it is necessary for an 
external agent to make the distinction based on an elapsed 
time period. For example, once the output pre-charge is 
complete, the external agent observes the output node after 
an elapsed time-period. If the output is still in the pre 
charged state, then the logic gate has probably evaluated a 
complete set of inputs, and the all-Zero case is in effect. The 
arbitrary point (in time) of evaluation is often referred to as 
a synchroniZation point or a synchroniZation event. 

[0010] The issue is hoW much elapsed time is enough 
before the synchroniZation event? If the elapsed time inter 
val is too short, then the circuit output might be erroneously 
sampled before all the inputs have been updated. If the 
interval is too long, then valuable time is Wasted. As 
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processor clock frequencies increase, it is extremely impor 
tant not to Waste time in delay paths. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The present invention is directed toWard a method, 
system, and apparatus for detecting an all-Zero scenario for 
an n-bit Word. The all-Zero scenario occurs When all bits of 
the n-bit Word are determined to be logic “0”. 

[0012] According to the invention, a high-inactive con 
vention is de?ned for a selected bit of the n-bit Word, and a 
high-active convention is de?ned for the remaining bits of 
the n-bit Word. The high-inactive convention represents a 
logic “0” as a voltage high and represents a logic “1” as a 
voltage loW. The high-active convention represents a logic 
“0” as a voltage loW and represents a logic “1” as a voltage 
high. The invention generates a pre-charge voltage during a 
loW clock cycle. During a high clock cycle, the invention 
evaluates the logic state of the selected bit using the high 
inactive convention, and the logic state of the non-selected 
bits using the high-active convention. Speci?cally, the 
invention determines the voltage of the selected bit, and each 
of the non-selected bits. The invention discharges the pre 
charge voltage if the selected bit is a voltage high, and each 
of the non-selected bits is a voltage loW, Whereby the 
discharge of the pre-charge voltage indicates the all-Zero 
scenario. The invention maintains the pre-charge voltage if 
the selected bit is a voltage loW or any one of the non 
selected bits is a voltage high. 

[0013] In one embodiment, the invention is implemented 
in an output synchronization-free NOR gate. The NOR gate 
includes an output FET, a pre-charging circuit, a ?rst evalu 
ation circuit, and (n-1) second evaluation circuits. 

[0014] The NOR gate operates as folloWs. During the loW 
clock cycle, the pre-charging circuit charges the output FET 
gate, drain, and source to a pre-charge voltage. An inverter 
inverts the pre-charge voltage on the output FET drain, 
producing a voltage loW on the NOR gate output during the 
loW clock cycle. 

[0015] During the high clock cycle, the ?rst evaluation 
circuit evaluates the selected bit, and the second evaluation 
circuits evaluate their corresponding non-selected bits. The 
?rst evaluation circuit discharges the pre-charge voltage on 
the output FET source if the selected bit is a voltage high. 
The (n-1) second evaluation circuits maintain the pre 
charge voltage on the output FET gate if each of the 
non-selected bits is a voltage loW. The output FET conducts 
(i.e., is ON) if the pre-charge voltage is maintained on the 
output FET gate and if the output FET source is discharged 
to a loW voltage. The drain of the output FET discharges to 
a loW voltage When the output FET conducts, Which indi 
cates the all-Zero scenario. The inverter coupled to the 
output FET drain inverts the voltage on the output FET 
drain, producing a transition from a voltage loW to a voltage 
high on the NOR gate output for the all Zero scenario. 

[0016] If the selected bit is voltage loW, then the ?rst 
evaluation circuit maintains the pre-charge voltage on the 
output FET source, thereby preventing the output FET from 
conducting. If one or more of the non-selected bits is a 
voltage high, then the respective second evaluation circuit 
(With the high input) discharges the gate voltage on the 
output FET, thereby preventing the output FET from con 
ducting. 
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[0017] In one embodiment, the ?rst evaluation circuit 
includes a means for adjusting the discharge rate of the 
output FET source voltage, as a function of the output FET 
gate voltage. More speci?cally, the source discharge rate 
varies inversely With gate voltage. This prevents the unin 
tentional spurious conduction of the output FET When both 
the source and gate of the output FET are being discharged, 
simultaneously. 

[0018] An advantage of the present invention is that the 
NOR gate output can be sampled Without requiring a syn 
chroniZation event. This results because the NOR gate 
output is a voltage loW during the loW clock cycle. The NOR 
gate output transitions from a voltage loW to a voltage high 
during the high clock cycle only When the all-Zero scenario 
is detected. As such, the NOR gate output for the all-Zero 
scenario is distinct from that of the loW clock cycle, and 
therefore no synchroniZation event is necessary before sam 
pling the NOR gate output. 

[0019] Further features and advantages of the present 
invention, as Well as the structure and operation of various 
embodiments of the present invention, are described in 
detail beloW With reference to the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DRAWINGS/FIGURES 

[0020] The present invention is described With reference 
to the accompanying draWings, Wherein: 

[0021] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an eXample envi 
ronment of the invention; 

[0022] FIG. 2A is a circuit diagram illustrating a conven 
tional NOR gate 200; 

[0023] FIGS. 2B-2C depict several signal diagrams asso 
ciated With NOR gate 200; 

[0024] FIGS. 3A-3B are diagrams of an operational ?oW 
chart illustrating a process for detecting an all-Zero scenario 
for an n-bit Word according to an embodiment of the 

invention; 
[0025] FIG. 3C is a diagram depicting the high-inactive 
convention; 
[0026] FIG. 3D is a diagram depicting the high-active 
convention; 
[0027] FIG. 4 is a diagram of an operational ?oWchart 
illustrating a process for detecting an all-Zero scenario for an 
n-bit Word according to an embodiment of the invention; 

[0028] FIG. 5 is a diagram of an output synchroniZation 
free NOR gate 500, according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0029] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a table that is 
associated With NOR gate 500; 

[0030] FIG. 7A is a diagram of an output synchroniZation 
free NOR gate 700, according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0031] FIG. 7B is a diagram illustrating a table that is 
associated With NOR gate 700; 

[0032] FIGS. 8A-8F illustrate various signal diagrams 
related to NOR gate 500; 
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[0033] FIG. 9 illustrates a diagram of an output synchro 
niZation-free NOR gate 900, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; and 

[0034] FIG. 10 illustrates a diagram of an output synchro 
niZation-free NOR 1000, according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0035] 1. OvervieW and Discussion of the Invention 

[0036] The present invention is directed toWard a method, 
system, and apparatus for detecting the all Zero scenario for 
an n-bit Word Without requiring a synchroniZation event. 
According to the invention, a selected bit of the n-bit Word 
is de?ned using a high-inactive convention, and the remain 
ing bits are de?ned using a high-active convention. A 
pre-charge voltage is generated during a loW clock cycle. 
During a high clock cycle, the pre-charge voltage is dis 
charged if the selected bit is a voltage high and each 
non-selected bit is a voltage loW. The discharge of the 
pre-charge voltage during the high clock cycle indicates the 
all-Zero scenario. 

[0037] 2. Example Environment 

[0038] Before describing the invention in detail, it is 
useful to describe an eXample environment for the invention. 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an eXample environ 
ment comprising computer system 100. Referring noW to 
FIG. 1, computer system 100 includes at least a main 
memory 102, a processor chip 104, peripherals 132a-n, and 
a data bus 128. Processor chip 104 includes a data bus 106, 
a controller 108, a cache memory 112 having an indeX 114, 
a comparator 130, and a Zero-detector 136. Main memory 
102 is a permanent “off chip” memory for processor 104 that 
is accessed through data bus 128. Main memory 102 has 
2mm memory locations 103, each identi?ed by a correspond 
ing memory address 122. Address 122 has an m-portion 124 
that is the least signi?cant m-bits in the address, and an 
n-portion 126 that is the most signi?cant n-bits in the 
address, as shoWn in FIG. 1. Cache memory 112 is a 
temporary “on chip” memory for processor 104 that is 
accessed using data bus 106. Cache memory 112 has 2rn 
memory locations 113, and holds a subset of the data stored 
in main memory 102. 

[0039] The relationship betWeen the main memory 102 
and the cache memory 112 is as folloWs. As stated above, 
main memory 102 has 2n+rn memory locations 103, and 
cache memory 112 has 2rn memory locations 113, Where 
cache memory 112 stores a subset of the data stored in main 
memory 102. For eXample, if n=4 and m=5, then main 
memory 102 stores 512 bytes of data and cache memory 112 
stores 32 bytes of the 512 bytes of data currently stored in 
main memory 102. Each cache memory location 113 is 
identi?ed by a corresponding memory address 124, Which is 
the same as the m-portion 124 of main memory address 122. 
As such, a single cache memory location 113 (and address 
124) maps to a range of main memory locations 103 (and 
addresses 122). This is necessary since the cache memory 
112 holds only a subset of the data in the main memory 102. 

[0040] As discussed, a single cache address 124 maps to 
a range of main memory addresses 122, but only one address 
of the range is active and stored in the cache memory 112 at 
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any one time. Index 114 catalogs the mapping of the cache 
memory 112 to the main memory 102. In other Words, index 
114 keeps track of the n-portion 126 that currently paired 
With the m-portion 124 in the cache memory 112. This 
allows the controller 108 to access some of the data in the 
main memory 102 from the cache memory 112. This is 
preferred, because cache memory 112 is “on-chip” and 
therefore is faster to access than main memory 102. 

[0041] To determine if a speci?c address 122 is currently 
stored in cache memory 112, controller 108 must determine 
the n-portion 126 that is currently paired With a speci?c 
m-portion 124 in cache indeX 114. To do so, controller 108 
sends an m-portion 124 (having eXample bit pattern 110) to 
indeX 114, and sends n-portion 126 (having eXample bit 
pattern 118) to comparator 130. IndeX 114 retrieves the 
stored n-portion 126 (With bit pattern 120) that corresponds 
to m-portion 124 (With bit pattern 110), and sends it to 
comparator 130. Comparator 130 compares each bit in bit 
pattern 118 With each bit in bit pattern 120, and outputs a 
logic “0” for each match, and logic “1” for each mismatch. 
This results in an n-bit Word that represents the individual bit 
match results. Comparator 130 then sends the n-bit Word to 
Zero-detector 136. Zero-detector 136 determines Whether the 
n-bit Word from the comparator 130 is all logic “0”s, Which 
indicates a match betWeen the desired bit pattern 118 and the 
stored bit pattern 120. Zero-detector 136 then sends the 
overall match result to controller 108. If the Zero-detector 
136 indicates a match, then controller 108 can retrieve the 
desired data from cache memory 112 over bus 106 and take 
advantage of the speed improvement over main memory 
102. 

[0042] In the eXample environment above, the Zero-detec 
tor 136 determines if the n-bit Word from comparator 130 is 
all logic “0”s, Which indicates a match betWeen the desired 
and stored n-portions of addresses 122. More generally, 
comparator 130 may be described as a sending circuit that 
sends n-bit Words to Zero detector 136 for evaluation. The 
Zero-detector 136 may be a high fan-in NOR gate as 
described in the invention description beloW. Description of 
this eXample environment is provided for convenience only, 
and is not intended to limit the invention in any Way. In fact, 
after reading the invention description, it Will become appar 
ent to a person skilled in the relevant arts hoW to implement 
the invention in alternate environments. 

[0043] 3. Conventional High Fanin NOR Gate 
[0044] Before describing the invention in detail, it is 
useful to describe a conventional high fanin NOR gate. A 
high fanin NOR gate operates as conventional NOR gate 
that has a large number of inputs. As such, a high fanin NOR 
gate generates an output logic “1”, if and only if, all the 
inputs are logic “0”. 

[0045] FIG. 2A illustrates conventional high fanin NOR 
gate 200 that is constructed using ?eld effect transistors (or 
FETs). NOR gate 200 includes: n-channel FETs (or 
“N-FETs”) 202a-n, N-FET 204, and p-channel FET (or 
“P-FET”) 206. Throughout this application, P-FETs are 
distinguished from N-FETs (in the Figures) by a circle on the 
P-FET gate. Also in the Figures, the head of the FET “arroW” 
points to the drain of device for both the P-FETs and 
N-FETs. The source and drain for both P-FET and N-FET 
devices are generally interchangeable. 

[0046] NOR gate 200 receives multiple input signals in0 
inN, and generates an output of logic “1”, if and only if, all 
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the input signals are a logic “0”. This is often referred to as 
the “all-Zero scenario” because the input signals are all logic 
‘‘017' 

[0047] The all-Zero scenario is often of special interest in 
digital circuits as described in the eXample environment, 
above. If any one of the input signals is a logic “1”, then 
NOR gate 200 generates a logic “0”. 

[0048] Nor gate 200 operates as folloWs. NOR gate 200 
receives a clock signal 208 having an alternating loW clock 
signal 216 and high clock signal 218, as shoWn. Clock signal 
208 controls the gate of P-FET 206, and the gate of N-FET 
204. P-FET 206 and N-FET 204 operate as a sWitches, 
Which are either conducting or non-conducting as controlled 
by clock signal 208. This occurs because P-FETs conduct 
When their gate-to-source voltage (VGS) is beloW their 
inherent threshold voltage, and N-FETs conduct When their 
VGS is above their inherent threshold voltage. The respective 
threshold voltages for the P-FETs and N-FETs are process 
dependent as Will be understood by those skilled in the 
relevant arts. 

[0049] During the loW clock cycle 216, P-FET 206 con 
ducts and output node 212 charges (or pre-charges) to the 
poWer supply voltage vdd. Therefore, output node 212, 
Which is the output of NOR gate 200, is pre-charged to the 
poWer supply vdd during the loW clock cycle 216. Also 
during the loW clock cycle 216, N-FET 204 is cutoff (or does 
not conduct) so that node 214 ?oats. This prevents the 
discharge of node 212 to ground during the loW clock cycle, 
Which may occur if one of FETs 202 conduct. 

[0050] During the high clock cycle 218, P-FET 206 cuts 
off, and N-FET 204 conducts and therefore pulls node 214 
to ground. The instant after P-FET 206 cuts-off (at the 
leading edge of high clock cycle 218), pre-charge voltage 
v Will remain on output node 212. HoWever, the voltage 
state of node 212 over the remainder high clock cycle 218 
is dependent on the inputs in0-inN. Inputs in0-inN control 
the gates of N-FETs 202a-202n, Where N-FETs 202a-n 
operate as sWitches that are controlled by their respective 
input signals. If one or more input signals is logic “1” 
(voltage high), the respective N-FET 202 conducts and 
shorts output node 212 to ground. If all input signals in0-inN 
are logic 0 (voltage loW), then output node 212 maintains the 
voltage vdd, Which indicates the all-Zero scenario. 

[0051] As described above, the all Zero scenario produces 
a voltage vdd on the output node 212. Therefore, the all-Zero 
scenario produces the same voltage on the output node 212 
as the pre-charge voltage that is built up during the clock loW 
216. For an eXternal circuit that is sampling the output node 
212, this results is an ambiguity. The ambiguity is that the 
external circuit cannot determine Whether vdd on the output 
node 212 represents the all-Zero scenario, or Whether vdd 
represents the continuation of the pre-charge state. The 
ambiguity occurs because it cannot be determined, solely by 
sampling the output node 212, Whether all the input signals 
in0-inN have fully updated. 

[0052] The mentioned ambiguity is further illustrated in 
FIGS. 2B-2C. FIG. 2B depicts clock signal 208 having loW 
clock cycle 216 and high clock cycle 218. FIG. 2C illus 
trates output signal 220, as an eXample signal that appears at 
node 212 in FIG. 2A. As shoWn, signal 220 pre-charges 
during loW clock cycle 216 to vdd. During a portion of the 
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high clock cycle 218, the output signal 220 remains at vdd, 
until an input signal updates to a logic 1“ (high voltage) at 
time 226 and shorts node 212 (and signal 220) to ground. 
The ambiguity occurs When sampling the output signal 220, 
for example, at time 222, resulting in a sample 224 having 
a voltage vdd. It is unknoWn Whether sample 224 is a true 
re?ection of the all-Zero scenario With all inputs updated, or 
Whether one or more inputs in0-inN might update after time 
222, and short node 212 (and signal 220) to ground. As 
illustrated by FIG. 2B, When the later occurs, sampling at 
time 222 gives a erroneous result. 

[0053] The conventional solution to the time ambiguity 
associated With NOR gate 200 is to simply implement a 
Waiting period 228, during Which the output node 212 is not 
sampled. This is typically done by a lock-out circuit (not 
shoWn) that prevents sampling during the Waiting period 
228. The actual time chosen to sample the output node 212 
is often referred to as a synchroniZation event. It Will be 
apparent that the longer the Waiting period 228, the more 
likely the inputs in0-inN have updated, and therefore node 
212 is in its ?nal voltage state (for that clock cycle). If all the 
inputs in0-inN update prior to the end of Waiting period 228, 
then the excess time is Wasted. As processor clock frequen 
cies increase, it is extremely important not to Waste time in 
delay paths. 
[0054] 4. Synchronization-Free Zero Detection 

[0055] Synchronization-free Zero detection is noW 
described according to several embodiments of the present 
invention. In general terms, an n-bit Word is received from 
a sending circuit, and the all-Zero scenario for the n-bit Word 
is detected Without requiring a synchroniZation event. This 
is done by generating a pre-charge voltage before the n-bit 
Word is evaluated, and then discharging the pre-charge 
voltage, if and only if, all bits in the n-bit are evaluated to 
a logic “0”. 

[0056] FIG. 3A is a high-level operational ?oWchart 300 
for detecting the all-Zero scenario for an n-bit Word accord 
ing to one embodiment of the invention. More detailed 
structural descriptions of the invention are discussed in 
folloWing sections. 

[0057] In step 302, a high-inactive logic convention is 
de?ned for a selected bit of the n-bit Word, and a high-active 
logic convention is de?ned for the remaining non-selected 
bits. The logic conventions map physical voltage values to 
logical values as Will be described beloW. In one embodi 
ment, this step is done by agreeing With the sending circuit 
that a high-inactive convention Will be used for the selected 
bit, and a high-active convention Will be used for the 
remaining bits. The selected bit can be any bit of the n-bit 
Word, including but not limited to the least signi?cant bit 
(LSB) and the most signi?cant bit (MSB). 

[0058] As stated, the logic conventions map physical 
voltage values to logical values. FIG. 3C illustrates the 
high-inactive convention, and FIG. 3D illustrates the high 
active convention. In the high-inactive convention, a voltage 
loW represents a logic “1”, and a voltage high represents a 
logic “0”. In the high-active convention, a voltage loW 
represents a logic “0” and a voltage high represents a logic 
“1”. The loW and high voltage values are relative to each 
other. Therefore, an example loW voltage value may be 
approximately 0 volts for a corresponding high voltage of 
approximately 3v. 
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[0059] As stated above, in one embodiment, step 302 is 
performed by agreeing With sending circuit (for example 
comparator/sending circuit 130) that the selected bit of the 
n-bit Word is de?ned as high-inactive, and the remaining bits 
are de?ned as high-active. Therefore, Whenever a sending 
circuit intends to send a logic “1” for the selected bit, it sends 
a voltage loW. Whenever the sending circuit intends to send 
a logic “0” for the selected bit, it sends a voltage high. For 
the non-selected bits, Whenever the sending circuit intends 
to send a logic “0”, it sends a voltage loW. Whenever the 
sending circuit intends to send a logic “1” for a non-selected 
bit, it sends a voltage high. The sending circuit can imple 
ment this convention in a number of Ways including, but not 
limited to, inverting the selected bit prior to transmission. 

[0060] In step 304, a pre-charge voltage is generated. In 
one embodiment as Will be shoWn, the pre-charge voltage is 
generated on the drain of an output FET. 

[0061] In step 306, the selected bit is evaluated using the 
high-inactive convention, and each of the non-selected bits 
is evaluated using the high-active convention. Preferably, 
step 306 includes steps 308-312 shoWn in FIG. 3B. In step 
308, the voltage is determined for the selected bit, and the 
voltage is determined for each of the non-selected bits. In 
step 310, the pre-charge voltage is discharged if the selected 
bit is a voltage high and the voltage of the each of the 
non-selected bits is a voltage loW. In step 312, the pre-charge 
voltage is maintained if the selected bit is a voltage loW or 
any one of the non-selected bits is a voltage high. 

[0062] In one embodiment, the steps in ?oWchart 300 are 
associated With a clock signal. More speci?cally, step 304 is 
done during a loW clock signal, and step 306 (including steps 
308-312) are done during a high clock signal. 

[0063] As stated, step 302 in ?oWchart 300 can be accom 
plished by agreement With the sending circuit that the 
high-inactive convention is to used for the selected bit, and 
the high-active convention is to be used for the non-selected 
bits. Alternatively, there can be no agreement With the 
sending circuit. In Which case, the sending circuit sends each 
bit of the n-bit Word using the high-active convention 
(voltage high represents a logic “1”, and voltage loW rep 
resents a logic “0”). This alternate embodiment is illustrated 
by ?oWchart 400 in FIG. 4. FloWchart 400 is identical to 
?oWchart 300, except that step 302 is replaced by step 402. 
In step 402, the selected bit is inverted. The remaining steps 
in ?oWchart 400 are identical to that of ?oWchart 300, to 
Which the reader is directed for further details. 

[0064] 5. Synchronization Free High Fan-in NOR Gate 

[0065] FIG. 5 illustrates NOR gate 500 receiving an n-bit 
Word having bits in1-inN. NOR gate 500 determines if the 
n-bit Word is all logic Zeros in a manner consistent With 
operational ?oWchart 300. In other Words, NOR gate 500 is 
a structural embodiment that is consistent With operational 
?oWchart 300. HoWever, it should be understood that the 
scope and spirit of present invention includes other struc 
tural embodiments that Will be apparent to those skilled in 
the arts based on the discussion herein. 

[0066] At a high level, NOR gate 500 includes: evaluation 
circuit 502, evaluation circuits 506a-n, N-FET 512, pre 
charge circuit 514, output N-FET 522, and inverter 524. As 
shoWn, evaluation circuit 502 is coupled to the source of 
output N-FET 522, and each of evaluation circuits 506a-n is 
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coupled to the gate of output N-FET 522. (As stated above, 
the head of the arrow points to the drain of device for both 
the P-FETs and N-FETs. P-FETs are distinguished from 
N-FETs by a circle on the P-FET gate.) 

[0067] In one embodiment, pre-charge circuit 514 
includes P-FETs 516, 518 and 520. Each of the gates of 
P-FETs 516, 518, and 520 are tied to clock signal 526 having 
loW clock cycle 527 and high clock cycle 525. Each of the 
drains of P-FETs 516, 518, and 520 are tied to the poWer 
supply voltage vdd. The sources of P-FETs 516, 518, and 520 
are tied to nodes 528, 530, and 532, respectively. Those 
skilled in the arts Will recogniZe other embodiments for 
pre-charge circuit 514 based on the description given herein. 

[0068] In one embodiment, evaluation circuit 502 (for the 
selected bit) includes N-FET 504. The gate of N-FET 504 is 
controlled by selected bit ml. The drain of N-FET 504 is tied 
to the source of output N-FET 522. The source of N-FET 
504 is tied to node 534. Those skilled in the arts Will 
recogniZe other embodiments for evaluation circuit 502 
based on the description given herein. 

[0069] In one embodiment, each evaluation circuit 506 
(for the non-selected bits) includes a top N-FET 510 and a 
bottom N-FET 508. The gates of the top N-FET 510 and the 
bottom N-FET 508 are controlled by the corresponding 
input signal in2-inN, as shoWn in FIG. 5. The drain of top 
N-FET 510 is coupled to the source of output N-FET 522. 
The source of top N-FET 510 is coupled to the drain of 
bottom N-FET 508. The drain of the bottom N-FET 508 is 
coupled to the gate of output N-FET 522. The source of 
bottomN-FET 508 is coupled to node 534. Those skilled in 
the arts Will recogniZe other embodiments for evaluation 
circuit 506 based on the description given herein. 

[0070] The N-FETs in NOR gate 500 conduct for a high 
gate voltage When their gate-to-source voltage (VGS) 
eXceeds their inherent threshold voltage, and the P-FETs 
conduct for a loW gate voltage When their VGS is beloW their 
inherent threshold voltage, as Will be understood by those 
skilled in the relevant arts. The N-FETs and P-FETs in NOR 
gate 500 operate essentially as sWitches. Those skilled in the 
arts Will recogniZe that other devices (including other types 
of transistors and other semiconductor devices) could be 
used for the N-FETs and P-FETs in NOR gates 500. The 
scope and spirit of the invention includes these other devices 
and embodiments. In one embodiment, the P-FETs and 
N-FETs in NOR gate 500 are produced using a CMOS 
process. 

[0071] NOR gate 500 assumes that a selected bit of the 
n-bit Word is de?ned With the high-inactive logic convention 
(FIG. 3C), and the remaining non-selected bits are de?ned 
With the high-active convention (FIG. 3D). NOR gate 500 
is designed so that m1 is the selected bit, an in2-inN are the 
non-selected bits. In1 is chosen as the selected bit for 
illustration purposes only. NOR gate 500 could be con?g 
ured so that any one of bits in1-inN is the selected bit, 
including but not limited to the least signi?cant bit (LSB) or 
the most signi?cant bit (MSB) of the n-bit Word. 

[0072] The operation of NOR gate 500 in detecting the 
all-Zero scenario for an n-bit Word is described beloW. NOR 
gate 500 is described for a loW clock cycle 527 and a high 
clock cycle 525. During the high clock cycle 525, the NOR 
gate operation Will be eXplored for a variety of input 
combinations. 
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[0073] During the loW clock cycle 527, pre-charge circuit 
514 generates a pre-charge voltage vdd at nodes 528, 530, 
and 532. More speci?cally, P-FETs 516, 518, and 520 
conduct (during the loW clock cycle) and connect nodes 528, 
530, and 532 to the poWer supply voltage vdd. The voltages 
on nodes 528, 530, and 532 are coupled to the source, gate, 
and drain of output N-FET 522, respectively. 

[0074] Output N-FET 522 does not conduct during the loW 
clock cycle because the source, gate, and drain are at a 
common potential (i.e., vdd). Inverter 524 inverts the pre 
charge voltage vdd on node 532 so that the output node 536 
is a voltage loW during the loW clock cycle 527. The loW 
clock cycle 527 may be referred to as the pre-charge 
condition or pre-charge state, because the output N-FET is 
pre-charged during the loW clock cycle. 

[0075] N-FET 512 is cutoff (non-conducting) during the 
loW clock cycle 527, and therefore node 534 is ?oating. 
Since N-FET 512 is cutoff, nodes 528 and 530 cannot 
discharge to ground during the loW clock cycle, even if 
inputs in1-inN cause one or more of the evaluation circuits 

502, 506 to conduct. In an alternative embodiment, node 534 
is tied directly to ground, in Which case N-FET 512 is 
unnecessary. 

[0076] During the high clock cycle 525, pre-charge circuit 
514 ceases to charge nodes 528, 530, and 532. More 
speci?cally, P-FETs 516, 518, and 520 are cutoff, so that the 
poWer supply voltage vdd is disconnected from the nodes 
528, 530, and 532. As discussed beloW, these nodes maintain 
their voltage vdd unless altered by evaluation circuit 502 
and/or one of evaluation circuits 506a-n. Evaluation circuit 
502 evaluates the logic state of the selected bit using the 
high-inactive convention. 

[0077] Each evaluation circuit 506a-n evaluates the logic 
state of the corresponding non-selected bit based on the 
high-active convention. Also during the high clock cycle 
525, N-FET 512 conducts and pulls node 534 to ground. 

[0078] The various combinations of input signals in1-inN, 
and their effect during high clock cycle 525, Will noW be 
discussed. This Will be done With reference to table 600 in 
FIG. 6. Table 600 summariZes the input combinations, 
output results, and intermediate operations of NOR gate 500. 
The input combinations are as folloWs: (1) m1 at a voltage 
high, and in2-inN at a voltage loW; (2) m1 at a voltage high, 
and one or more of in2-inN at a voltage high; (3) m1 at a 
voltage loW, and in2-inN at a voltage loW; (4) m1 at a 
voltage loW, and one or more of in2-inN at a voltage high. 
The reader is reminded that m1 is the selected bit for NOR 
gate 500. 

[0079] Input combination 602 is m1 at a voltage high and 
in2-inN at a voltage loW. This is the all-Zero scenario using 
the high-inactive convention for the selected bit and high 
active convention for the non-selected bits. When m1 is a 
voltage high, evaluation circuit 502 discharges node 528 and 
the source of output N-FET 522. More speci?cally, N-FET 
504 conducts and shorts the source of output N-FET 522 to 
node 534, Where node 534 is ground during high clock cycle 
525. When in2-inN are a relative voltage loW, none of 
evaluation circuits 506a-n discharge the pre-charge voltage 
on node 530, and therefore the pre-charged voltage vdd 
remains on the gate of output N-FET 522. More speci?cally, 
each N-FET 508 and N-FET 510 is cutoff, maintaining the 
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gate voltage on the output N-FET 522. As such, the gate 
to-source voltage (VGS) on output N-FET 522 is suf?ciently 
positive to cause output N-FET 522 to conduct. This dis 
charges the vdd voltage on the output N-FET 522 drain to 
ground through N-FET 504. The discharge takes the node 
532 to a relatively loW voltage (e.g. approximately 0 volts). 
Inverter 524 inverts the loW voltage on node 532, producing 
a relative high voltage at output node 536. The change in 
voltage of output node 536 from a loW voltage to a high 
voltage indicates the all-Zero scenario. 

[0080] Input combination 604 is inl at a voltage high and 
one or more of in2-inN at a voltage high. As in input 
combination 602, the relative high voltage on inl causes 
evaluation circuit 502 to discharge node 528 and the source 
of output N-FET 522. When one or more of in2-inN is a 
voltage high, the respective evaluation circuit(s) 506 (With 
the high voltage) discharges node 530 and the gate of output 
N-FET 522. More speci?cally, the respective bottom FET(s) 
508 and top FET(s) 510 conduct, Where the respective 
bottom FET(s) 508 shorts the gate voltage on output N-FET 
522 to ground. Since the gate and source are both discharg 
ing, output N-FET 522 Will not conduct as long as the source 
discharge rate is less than or approximately equal to the gate 
discharge rate. (i.e., output N-FET 522 Will not conduct so 
long as VGS does not become suf?ciently positive.) Assum 
ing that output N-FET 522 does not conduct, then the node 
532 remains at the pre-charge voltage vdd. Inverter 524 
inverts the vdd voltage on node 532, producing a voltage loW 
at the output node 536, as during the loW clock cycle 527. 

[0081] As stated, N-FET 522 does not conduct for input 
combination 604 as long the source discharge rate is less 
than or equal to the gate discharge rate. This is one reason 
for the top FETs 510. The top FETs 510 load doWn the 
source of N-FET 522 With additional capacitance, Which 
sloWs the discharge of the source voltage because of the 
additional charge stored in the capacitance of the top FETs 
510. Also, top FETs 510 provide a short circuit betWeen 
nodes 528 and 530 for a respective high input, forcing the 
discharge rates of nodes 528 and 530 to more closely track. 

[0082] Input combination 606 is inl at a voltage loW and 
in2-inN at a voltage loW. When inl is a voltage loW, then the 
evaluation circuit 502 does not discharge node 528. More 
speci?cally, N-FET 504 does not conduct so that the source 
of N-FET 522 remains at the pre-charge voltage vdd. As in 
input combination 602, When in2-inN are all at a voltage 
loW, none of the respective evaluation circuits 506a-n dis 
charge the voltage on node 530. More speci?cally, the 
bottom N-FETs 508 do not conduct, so the gate voltage on 
output N-FET 522 remains at the pre-charge voltage vdd. 
The output N-FET 522 VGS remains approximately 0 volts 
because both the gate and source voltages are at a common 

potential (i.e., vdd). Therefore, the output N-FET 522 does 
not conduct, and node 532 remains at the pre-charge voltage 
vdd. Inverter 524 inverts the vdd voltage on node 532, 
producing a voltage loW at the output node 536, as during the 
loW clock cycle 527. 

[0083] Input combination 608 is inl at a voltage loW and 
one or more of in2-inN is at a voltage high. When inl is a 
voltage loW, then the evaluation circuit 502 does not dis 
charge node 528. More speci?cally, N-FET 504 does not 
conduct. When one or more of in2-inN are at a voltage high, 

then the respective evaluation circuit(s) 506 (With the high 
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input) discharges the gate of output N-FET 522, and also the 
source of output N-FET 522. More speci?cally, the respec 
tive bottom N-FET(s) 508 and top N-FET(s) 510 conduct. 
The bottom N-FET(s) 508 discharges the gate voltage on the 
output N-FET 522 to ground. The top N-FET(s) 510 dis 
charges the source voltage on output N-FET 522 to ground 
through the bottom N-FET(s) 508. As With input combina 
tion 604, the output N-FET 522 does not conduct so long as 
the source discharge rate is less than or equal to the gate 
discharge rate. Assuming the output N-FET 522 does not 
conduct, the node 532 remains at the pre-charge voltage vdd. 
Inverter 524 inverts the vdd voltage on node 532, producing 
in a relative loW voltage at output node 536, as during the 
loW clock cycle 527. 

[0084] As stated, the output N-FET 522 does not conduct 
for the input combination 608 as long as the source dis 
charge rate is less than or equal to the gate discharge rate. 
This is facilitated because the source discharge path has at 
least tWice the resistance to ground as the gate discharge 
path. This occurs because the source voltage on N-FET 522 
discharges through tWo FETs (top FET 510 and bottom FET 
508), and the gate voltage on N-FET 522 discharges through 
only one FET (bottom FET 508), for each evaluation circuit 
506 that has a high input. 

[0085] As shoWn in table 600, the input combination 602 
is the only one that causes the output N-FET 522 to conduct. 
This discharges the pre-charge voltage on node 532, result 
ing in a voltage high on output node 536. Input combination 
602 is inl at a voltage high and in2-inN all at a voltage loW. 
This represents the all Zero scenario for the n-bit Word 
assuming the selected bit (inl) is de?ned With the high 
inactive convention, and the non-selected bits are de?ned 
With the high-active convention. The remaining input com 
binations do not cause output N-FET 522 to conduct, and 
therefore result in a voltage loW at node 536. 

[0086] NOR gate 500 does not have the time-ambiguity 
that Was described for the conventional NOR gate 200. It is 
recalled that the conventional NOR gate 200 generates an 
output voltage for the all-Zero scenario that is the same as the 
pre-charge voltage. It is dif?cult to distinguish the pre 
charge condition from the all-Zero scenario When using the 
conventional NOR gate 200, and therefore the conventional 
NOR gate 200 requires a synchroniZation event before the 
output can be accurately sampled. In contrast, the NOR gate 
500 produces a voltage transition from loW to high at the 
output node, if and only, the inputs represent the all-Zero 
scenario. For every other input combination, NOR gate 500 
maintains a distinguishable voltage loW at the output node 
that is a continuation of the pre-charge condition. Therefore, 
NOR gate 500 does not require a synchroniZation event 
because the output for the all-scenario is distinct from the 
pre-charge condition. 
[0087] As stated, N-FET 500 assumes the sending circuit 
(e.g., comparator 130) generates the n-bit Word using the 
high-inactive convention for the selected bit, and the high 
active convention for the non-selected bits. This can be done 
by inverting the selected bit before it is sent. Alternatively, 
the sending circuit can generate the entire n-bit Word using 
high-active convention. In Which case, an inverter at the 
NOR gate de?nes the selected bit. This alternate embodi 
ment is illustrated by NOR gate 700 in FIG. 7A. 

[0088] Referring noW to FIG. 7A, NOR gate 700 includes 
NOR gate 500, and inverter 702. Inventor 702 de?nes the 
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selected bit by inverting the selected bit prior to evaluation 
by NOR gate 500. For NOR gate 700, the selected bit is in1. 
However, as discussed previously, the invention alloWs for 
any bit to be chosen as the selected bit including but not 
limited to LSB or the MSB. (The single FET structure of 
evaluation circuit 502 folloWs the selected bit.) NOR gate 
500 in FIG. 7A operates the same as that described in FIG. 
5, to Which the reader is directed for further details. Table 
704 in FIG. 7B, summaries the input combinations, results, 
and the operation of NOR gate 700. 

[0089] NOR gate 500 and NOR gate 700 can be converted 
to OR gates by adding an inverter to their respective outputs. 
Alternatively, NOR gate 500 and NOR gate 700 can be 
converted to OR gates by removing the inverter 524, and 
sampling the output from node 532. 

[0090] 6. High Fan-in NOR Gate Improvements 

[0091] As shoWn in Table 600, NOR gate 500 is designed 
so that output N-FET 522 conducts only for the input 
combination 602. For the remaining input combinations 
604-608, output N-FET 522 should not conduct. To prevent 
conduction, the gate-to-source voltage (VGS) for output 
N-FET 522 should be a relative loW voltage that is beloW the 
device threshold voltage. During practical circuit operations, 
intermittent voltage spikes can occur in the output N-FET 
522 VGS. These voltage spikes can result in unintentional 
spurious conduction of output N-FET 522. 

[0092] Spurious conduction of output N-FET 522 is of 
particular concern for input combination 604, Where m1 is 
high and one or more of in2-inN are high. As discussed 
above, both the source and the gate of N-FET 522 are 
simultaneously discharged for input combination 604. If the 
source voltage drops suf?ciently beloW the gate voltage 
during the discharge, then output N-FET 522 may spuriously 
conduct until a steady state condition is reached. This may 
lead to an erroneous indication of the all-Zero scenario on the 
output node 536. 

[0093] Spurious conduction during input combination 604 
is further depicted in FIGS. 8A-8F, Which illustrates various 
eXample signal diagrams that are associated With NOR gate 
500. More speci?cally, FIG. 8A illustrates clock signal 526 
having high clock cycles 804 and 806. FIG. 8B illustrates 
signal 808, Which represents the selected bit in1. FIG. 8C 
illustrates signal 810, Which represents non-selected bits 
in2-inN. FIG. 8D illustrates gate signal 812, Which repre 
sents the voltage on node 530 (i.e., the gate of N-FET 522). 
FIG. 8E illustrates source signal 814, Which represents the 
voltage at node 528 (i.e., source of N-FET 522). FIG. 8F 
illustrates VGS signal 816, Which is the gate-to-source volt 
age for N-FET 522 based on gate signal 812 and source 
signal 814. It Will be noted that FIGS. 8A-8F are all on the 
same time scale. 

[0094] During high cycle 804, signal 808 (m1) is high and 
signal 810 (in2-inN) is loW, Which is the all-Zero input 
scenario for NOR gate 500. Gate signal 812 remains high, 
and source signal 814 discharges to a loW voltage. There 
fore, VGS signal 816 has a peak 818 during the high clock 
cycle 804 that eXceeds the device threshold voltage. This 
causes output N-FET 522 to conduct and discharge output 
node 532, as is intended for the all-Zero scenario. 

[0095] During high cycle 806, signal 808 (m1) is high, and 
signal 810 (in2-inN) is also high. This represents the input 
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combination 604, Where m1 is at a voltage high, and one or 
more of signals in2-inN are at a voltage high. Input com 
bination 604 causes gate signal 812 and source signal 814 to 
discharge to a loW voltage, as illustrated in FIGS. 8D and 
8E, respectively. Preferably, VGS signal 816 maintains a loW 
voltage during the discharge so that N-FET 522 does not 
conduct. This is generally depicted in FIG. 8F, but signal 
816 has a voltage spike 820 that occurs When the source 
signal 814 discharges faster than gate signal 812. Voltage 
spike 820 may potentially cause the spurious conduction of 
output N-FET 522, if it eXceeds the threshold value for 
output N-FET 522. 

[0096] The solution to the above mentioned problem is to 
insure that the source voltage on output N-FET 522 dis 
charges sloWer than that of gate voltage. This can be done by 
adding capacitance (and therefore more charge) to the 
source node 528, or by adding resistance in the source 
discharge path. The circuits in FIGS. 9 and 10 implement 
one or more of these improvements, in order to prevent the 
unintentional conduction of the output N-FET 522. None of 
the these improvements alter the overall operation of the 
NOR gate, as depicted in table 600 of FIG. 6. 

[0097] FIG. 9 illustrates a NOR gate 900, Which is a 
variation of a NOR gate 500 that has improved performance 
for the input combination 604. NOR gate 900 includes: an 
evaluation circuit 902, evaluation circuits 908a-n, a pre 
charge circuit 912, a P-FET 910, restoration circuits 914, 
916, a pre-charge circuit 918, and output N-FET 920. 
Pre-charge circuits 912 and 918, evaluation circuits 908a-n, 
and an output N-FET 920 operate similar to pre-charge 
circuit 514, evaluation circuits 506a-n, and output N-FET 
522 in NOR gate 500, respectively; to Which the reader is 
referred for a more detailed discussion. Evaluation circuit 
902, restoration circuits 914,916, and P-FET 910 are 
explained beloW. 

[0098] Evaluation circuit 902 includes a top N-FET 904 
that is coupled to a bottom N-FET 906. The drain of bottom 
N-FET 906 is coupled to the source of top N-FET 904. The 
gate of top N-FET 904 is controlled by the selected bit in1, 
so that top N-FET 904 evaluates the selected bit similar to 
N-FET 504 in NOR gate 500. The gate of bottom N-FET 906 
is coupled to node 924, Which is the gate of output N-FET 
920. 

[0099] Evaluation circuit 902 prevents the spurious con 
duction of output N-FET 920 for input combination 604 (m1 
at voltage high, and one or more of in2-inN at a voltage 
high). For m1 at a voltage high, evaluation circuit 902 
discharges the source of output N-FET 920 through top 
N-FET 904 and bottom N-FET 906. More speci?cally, top 
N-FET 904 conducts and shorts to bottom N-FET 906. 
Bottom N-FET 906 acts as a variable resistance betWeen the 
top N-FET 904 and ground, Where the resistance is con 
trolled by the gate voltage on output N-FET 920. This occurs 
because the gate of bottom N-FET 906 is tied to the gate of 
output N-FET 920. For input combination 604, the gate of 
output N-FET 920 is simultaneously discharged to ground 
by one or more of evaluation circuits 908a-n. This causes the 
resistance of bottom N-FET 906 to increase as the gate of 
output N-FET 920 discharges. In other Words, the resistance 
of N-FET 906 varies inversely With the gate voltage on 
output N-FET 920. Therefore, the resistance from the source 
of output N-FET 920 to ground increases as the gate voltage 
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on output N-FET 920 falls. This acts to sloW the discharge 
of the source voltage relative to the gate voltage on output 
N-FET 920, and prevents the spurious conduction of output 
N-FET 920. 

[0100] Restorative circuits 914, 916 operate to reduce 
voltage ?uctuation on nodes 922, 924, respectively, that are 
caused by noise sources. For example, pre-charge circuit 
912 charges node 922 to a pre-charged voltage vdd during the 
loW clock cycle. During the high clock cycle, node 922 
(output FET drain) remains at the pre-charge voltage vdd for 
all input combinations except for the all-Zero scenario. NOR 
gate 500 relied on the various FET capacitances to hold 
voltage on drain of the output N-FET 522. Restorative 
circuit 914 provides an additional voltage source to charge 
node 922 during the high clock cycle, When node 922 is 
supposed to hold a charge. More speci?cally, inverter 928 
inverts the voltage vdd on node 922 to a voltage loW, Which 
causes P-FET 930 to conduct and supply more voltage to 
node 922. In other Words, restorative circuit 914 is a voltage 
feed-back loop. Any noise ?uctuation that drops the voltage 
on node 922 is restored by restorative circuit 914. When 
node 922 is discharged to ground (as during the all-Zero 
scenario), inverter 928 inverts the loW voltage to a high 
voltage. This cuts-off P-FET 930 and prevents P-FET 930 
from supplying more voltage to node 922. Restorative 
circuit 916 operates to restore voltage on node 924 in a 
manner similar to that of restorative circuit 914, as Will be 
understood by those skilled in the arts based on the discus 
sion herein. 

[0101] P-FET 910 also acts as a restorative circuit to 
restore charge to node 922 in the event of some spurious 
discharge under the case of input combination 604. The gate 
of P-FET 910 is connected to node 924, and therefore P-FET 
910 only supplies charge to node 922 if node 924 discharges. 
P-FET 910 is cutoff, and does not supply charge for input 
combination 602. 

[0102] FIG. 10 illustrates NOR gate 1000, Which is 
another variation of NOR gate 500 that has improved 
performance for the input combination 604. NOR gate 1000 
includes: an evaluation circuit 1002; evaluation circuits 
1014a-n; a pre-charge circuit 1024; restoration circuits 
1028,1030; a P-FET 1023; a pre-charge circuit 1026; and an 
output N-FET 1022. Evaluation circuits 1014a-n, output 
N-FET 1022, and pre-charge circuits 1024, 1026 operate 
similar to evaluation circuits 506a-n, output N-FET 522, and 
pre-charge circuit 514 in NOR gate 500, respectively; to 
Which the reader is referred for a more detailed discussion. 
Restoration circuits 1028, 1030 operate similar to restoration 
circuits 914, 916, respectively; to Which the reader is 
referred for a more detailed discussion. P-FET 1023 operates 
similar to P-FET 910; to Which the reader is referred for a 
more detailed discussion. Evaluation circuit 1002 is dis 
cussed in detail beloW. 

[0103] Evaluation circuit 1002 prevents the spurious con 
duction of output N-FET 1022 for the input combination 
604. As With evaluation circuit 902, evaluation circuit 1002 
acts as a variable resistor betWeen the source of N-FET 1022 
and ground, Where the resistance varies inversely With the 
gate voltage on the output N-FET 1022 (node 1020). In other 
Words, the resistance of evaluation circuit 1002 increases as 
the gate voltage drops on N-FET 1022. The operation of 
evaluation circuit 1022 Will be described beloW for both a 
voltage high on node 1020, and a voltage loW on node 1020. 
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[0104] When there is a voltage high on node 1020 (i.e., as 
is the case for input combinations 602 and 606), then 
inverter 1012 inverts the voltage high to generate a voltage 
loW on node 1007. The voltage loW on node 1007 causes 
P-FET 1006 to conduct and N-FET 1008 to cutoff. The 
voltage high on node 1020 also causes N-FET 1004 to 
conduct. The result is an approximate short from ml to the 
gate of N-FET 1010. N-FET 1010 evaluates m1 and pro 
vides the discharge path for the source of N-FET 1022 
similar to that N-FET 504 in NOR gate 500. 

[0105] When there is a voltage loW on node 1020 (i.e., as 
for input combination 604), then inverter 1012 inverts the 
voltage loW to generate a voltage high on node 1007. The 
voltage high on node 1007 cuts-off the P-FET 1006, and 
causes the N-FET 1008 to conduct. Also, the voltage loW on 
node 1020 causes N-FET 1004 to cut-off. The result is tWo 
high resistance cutoff FETs (N-FET 1004 and P-FET 1106) 
betWeen m1 and the gate of N-FET 1010. Furthermore, 
conducting N-FET 1008 provides a loW resistance path to 
ground that is in parallel With FET 1010. As such, the signal 
poWer of m1 at N-FET 1010 Will be much attenuated. This 
reduces the ability of ml to cause N-FET 1010 to conduct, 
and therefore increase the resistance of PET 1010. Since 
N-FET 1010 is the source discharge path for output N-FET 
1022, this sloWs the discharge of the source voltage on 
output N-FET 1022, relative to the discharge of the gate 
voltage on output N-FET 1022. This prevents the spurious 
conduction of output N-FET 1022 When the gate and source 
voltages on output N-FET 1022 simultaneously discharge, 
as in input combination 604. 

[0106] In addition to implementations of the invention 
using hardWare, the invention can also be embodied in an 
article of manufacture comprised of a computer usable 
medium con?gured to store a computer-readable program 
code. The program code causes the enablement of the 
functions or fabrication, or both, of the hardWare disclosed 
in this speci?cation. For example, this might be accom 
plished through the use of general programming languages 
(e.g., C, C++, and so on), hardWare description language 
(HDL), register transfer language (RTL), Verilog HDL, 
VHDL, AHDL (Altera hardWare description language), or 
other programming and/or circuit (i.e., schematic) capture 
tools available in the art. A book entitled “A Verilog HDL 
Primer” by J. Bhasker, Star Galaxy Fr, 1997 provides 
greater detail on Verilog HDL, and is incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety for all purposes. 

[0107] It is understood that the functions accomplished by 
the invention as described above could be represented in a 
core Which could be utiliZed in programming code and 
transformed to hardWare as part of the production of inte 
grated circuits. Also, other implementations of the invention, 
using a combination of hardWare and softWare are also 
possible. Therefore, the embodiments expressed above are 
Within the scope of the invention and should also be con 
sidered protected by this patent. 

[0108] 7. Conclusion 

[0109] While various embodiments of the present inven 
tion have been described above, it should be understood that 
they have been presented by Way of example only, and not 
limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of the present 
invention should not be limited by any of the above 






